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Get your conversations started with our 
pick of the five most stylish retro phones

Well, hello

        Hulger Penelope Phone  

& USB Base 

Hulger specialise in retro-style 

hands-free kits for mobile phones. 

This vintage Penelope phone plugs 

into Macs and PCs via its dock, for 

use with Skype, and presents itself 

as a nifty rival to the home phone 

by plugging into your mobile. Oh, 

and did we mention it works with 

iPads? Never judge a book by its 

cover, and never judge a phone by 

its handset.

➔ £75 | hulger.com

        Wild & Wolf 1950s 

Diner Phone 

Carrying a 1950s date, calling 

instructions and coin slots (just 

for show by the way), this is a 

fully-functioning replica of the 

classic American diner phone. Its 

push buttons – made to look like a 

retro dialler, of course – and redial 

feature make it as quick to use as 

a brand new phone. It can stand 

alone or be fixed to a wall, plus, it 

makes a very stylish piggy bank.  

➔ £68.95 | pedlars.co.uk

        Wild & Wolf ScandiPhone 

This intriguingly shaped telephone, 

which looks like it has come 

straight from an old movie, is 

based on an upright model that 

was introduced in the 1950s. Later 

came the push-button version 

and its shape has since become a 

design icon, with its inclusion in the 

New York Museum of Modern Art’s 

collection in 1973. It also comes in 

red and white but we much prefer 

this slick jet black option.

➔ £39.95 | wildandwolf.com

        Schooner Wood and Gold 

Telephone 

Sable & Co has triumphed 

again with this smooth, curved 

telephone. A one-off piece from 

Sable and Co’s vintage phone 

collection, the phone was actually 

made in the 1980s but references 

the very early days of telephone 

design. It is made from beech 

and has a gold-plated rotary dial, 

handpiece and feather-shaped 

feet. Perfect for the country pile. 

➔ £300 | sableandco.com

        Antique Telephones 

Bakelite Red 300 Series 

This scarlet beauty, with its classic 

British wartime-era design, is one 

of those made between 1937 and 

1959. Enthusiast-turned-expert 

Neil Carpenter restores antique 

telephones – like this one, with 

its chunky shape and drawer for 

important numbers – by hand for 

everyday use, taking care to make 

sure they are as near perfect as 

they can be. He’ll also make you a 

label – like the one in the middle 

of the rotary dial – showing your 

personal details at no extra cost.

➔ £650-£950 

antiquetelephones.co.uk
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